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a b s t r a c t
In this work, we study The Abelian SandpileModel from the point of view of computational
complexity. We begin by studying the length distribution of sandpile avalanches triggered
by the addition of two critical configurations: we prove that those avalanches are long on
average, their length is bounded below by a constant fraction of the length of the longest
critical avalanchewhich is, inmost of the cases, superlinear. At the end of the paperwe take
the point of view of computational complexity, we analyze the algorithmic hardness of the
problem consisting in computing the addition of two critical configurations, we prove that
this problem is P complete, and we prove that most algorithmic problems related to The
Abelian Sandpile Model are NC reducible to it.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Canwe quickly predict the evolution of an avalanche if we are given a full description of the initial conditions? The Abelian
Sandpile Model has been intensively studied in the physics milieu since its introduction by Bak et al. [4]; this model allows
us to simulate dissipative dynamical systems such as forest fires, earth quakes, extinction events, the dynamics of the stock
market, and avalanches [3].
One can look at The Abelian Sandpile Model as a special class of graph automata. If one assumes this point of view,
there are several algorithmic issues that one can (has to) take into account. In [8], Moore and Nilsson define The Sandpile
Prediction Problem, whichwe study in this paper. Moore and Nilsson ask for a characterization of its complexity. In this work,
we investigate in some depth the algorithmic hardness of The Sandpile Prediction Problem. We show that the prediction
problem is reducible to the problem consisting in computing the relaxation of the addition of two critical configurations, and
it implies that the later problem, called The Sandpile Group-computations Problem, is the hardness core of most algorithmic
problems related to The Abelian Sandpile Model.
Previous work and contributions. Moore and Nilsson defined in [8] some computational problems related to The Abelian
Sandpile Model; they show that all those problems can be reduced to The Sandpile Prediction Problem. It follows from
the work of Tardos [9] that The Sandpile Prediction Problem (and each one of the problems considered by Moore and
Nilsson) is polynomial time solvablewhen restricted to undirected graphs. BesidesMoore’swork, there exists someprevious
work concerning the computational complexity of algorithmic problems related to The Abelian Sandpile Model (see for
example [7,6,1]). It is important to remark that our complexity theoretical analysis is based on the notion of NC-Turing
reducibility. We have chosen to work with this notion of reducibility because all the algorithmic problems considered in
this paper are Ptime computable. Furthermore, we are mainly interested in analyzing the complexity of simulating sandpile
avalanches, and when we want to use The Abelian Sandpile Model as a model of some dynamical process, we have to
consider huge systems, that is, most of the time we have to simulate avalanches occurring on huge graphs, and involving a
huge amount of grains of sand. It makes necessary to analyze the polylogarithmic time simulability of sandpile avalanches.
NC-reducibility notions andNC-completeness notions are the right notionswhen one has to copewith questions concerning
the polylogarithmic time computability of an algorithmic problem.
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It is known that one can attach to any sandpile graph (G, S) an abelian groupK (G) , which is called the critical group
of (G, S) . The critical group of (G, S) encodes the long term behavior of The Abelian Sandpile Model on (G, S), and its
elements are the so called critical configurations. It has been argued that The Abelian Sandpile Model is a model of The
Self-organized Criticality Theory of Bak et al. [4]. If it were the case, critical configurations would be complex configurations,
because it would be hard to predict the dynamics triggered by them. There is an algorithmic problem closely related to
the computation of the dynamics (avalanches) triggered by critical configurations, this problem is GC: The Sandpile Group-
computations Problem. This work is focused on the complexity analysis of GC .We show that, in the three-dimensional case,
the problem GC is the hardness core of most algorithmic problems related to The Abelian Sandpile Model. We prove that
The Recurrence Recognition Problem is NC Turing reducible to GC (then, we have that the prediction problem, the identity
problem and the Sandpile Monoid-computations problem are also NC Turing reducible to GC , see Ref. [1]). We conjecture
that there exist deep links between the hardness of GC and the argued Self-organized Criticality of The Abelian Sandpile
Model, we would like to make apparent those links and we believe that we have partially fulfilled this goal.
Organization of thework. Thiswork is organized into five sections. In section onewe introduce The Abelian SandpileModel
and we list some basic facts concerning this model. In sections two and three we study the typical length of the avalanches
triggered by the addition of two critical configurations. In section four we introduce some algorithmic problems related to
The Abelian Sandpile Model, and we study the relative hardness of those problems. We prove that the Sandpile Prediction
Problem is NC reducible to The Sandpile Group-computations Problem. Section five is constituted by some few concluding
remarks.
1. The Abelian Sandpile model
In this section we introduce the basic definitions and some of the basic results concerning The Abelian Sandpile Model.
Definition 1. A sandpile graph is a pair (G, S) , where G is a finite undirected multigraph and S ⊆ V (G) is a nonempty set
of nodes satisfying the following condition:
Givenw ∈ V (G)− S, there exists a path fromw to some element of S.
Given (G, S) a sandpile graph, the set S will be called the sink.Most of the time we will say that G is a sandpile graph and
that S is the sink of G. We will use the symbol V (G)∗ to denote the set V (G)− S, that is: V (G)∗ denotes the set of nodes of G
out of the sink. Given v,w ∈ V (G)we use the symbol Evw to denote the number of edges connecting nodes v andw (recall
that G is a multigraph). A configuration on G is a function g : V (G)∗ → N. Given g a configuration on G and given v ∈ V (G)∗
we will say that v is g-stable if and only if g (v)   degG (v) .We will say that g is an stable configuration if and only if for all
v ∈ V (G)∗ we have that v is g-stable.
We can attach to any sandpile graph (G, S) a Graph Automatonwhose underlying graph is G.
Definition 2. Given (G, S) a sandpile graph, the sandpile automaton on G is the graph automaton SP (G) defined by:
1. The set of configurations of SP (G) is the set
{g : g is a configuration on G} .
2. Given g a configuration of SP (G) and given v ∈ V (G)∗ , the state of v under g is equal to g (v) .
3. Given g a configuration, the set of possible transitions from g is given by the following transition rule:
Given v ∈ V (G)∗ , if g (v) ≥ degG (v) , thenwe have that g → gv is a possible transition,where gv is the configuration
on G defined by
gv (w) :=
g (v)− degG (v) , ifw = v
g (w)+ Evw, if v is a neighbor ofw
g (w) if v is not a neighbor ofw
Any transition of SP (G) is called a firing or a toppling. So, given g a configuration, the transition g → gv is a firing, and if
such transition occurs we say that node v was fired (toppled) or we say that a firing (toppling) at v has occurred.
Given (G, S) a sandpile graph and given g an initial configuration, we can choose an unstable node, fire it and obtain
a new configuration. Note that we can choose any unstable node to produce a firing, in this sense sandpile automata are
nondeterministic. A sequence of firings g1 → g2 → · · · → gn is called an avalanche of length n−1with initial configuration
g1, and we say that it is an avalanche from g1 to gn. If gn is stable we say that gn is a stabilization or a relaxation of g1.
Remark 1. Given (G, S) a sandpile graph, we use the symbol G to denote it, that is: we will not explicitly mention the
sink S.
If we fix a configuration g on G,we can consider the following three sets:
1. Aval (G, g) , the set of avalanches whose initial configuration is g.
2. AvalM (G, g), the set of maximal avalanches beginning in g (A is maximal if and only if A cannot be extended, that is: A is
maximal if and only if its final configuration is stable).
3. st (G, g) the set of relaxations of g.
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Furthermore, given G, g and
A = g → g1 → · · · → gn
an avalanche, the score vector of A, whichwe denotewith the symbol SCA, is equal to (tv)v∈V (G)∗ ,where for any v ∈ V (G)∗
the entry tv is equal to the number of times node v was fired during the occurrence of A.
Theorem 1 (The Fundamental Theorem of Sandpiles). Let G be a sandpile graph and let g be a configuration, we have:
1. Any avalanche beginning in g is finite.
2. |st (G, g)| = 1.
3. Given A,B ∈ AvalM (G, g), we have that SCA = SCB.
A proof of this theorem can be found in [10]. Theorem 1 says many things about sandpile automata. Item 1 says that
sandpile automata are terminating. Item 2 says that sandpile automata are confluent, i.e. the input (the initial configuration)
determines an unique output (its stabilization). Item 3 says that, though there are many computation paths, sandpile
automata are strongly deterministic: given SP (G) a sandpile automaton and given two computation paths of SP (G) on
input g , the second path is simply a permutation of the first, and as a consequence they have the same length.
Given C (G) = NV (G)∗ the set of all the configurations on G and given st (G) the set of all the stable configurations on G,
we can define two functions stG : C (G)→ st (G) and SCG : C (G)→ C (G) in the following way:
1. stG (g) := the stabilization of g.
2. SCG (g) := SCA, where A is any element of AvalM (G, g) .
Note that, for any sandpile graph G, the functions stG and SCG are computable, since the avalanches are always finite:
given g a configuration on G, if one wants to compute either stG (g) or SCG (g), one only has to simulate the automaton
SP (G) on input g.
Remark 2. Given g ∈ C (G) ,we use the symbol SCg to denote the vector SCG (g) .
We can obtain, as an easy consequence of the invariance of the score vector, the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Given G a sandpile graph and given f1, f2 and f3 three configurations, we have that
1. stG (f1 + f2 + f3) = stG (stG (f1 + f2)+ f3) .
2. stG (f1 + f2) = stG (stG (f2)+ stG (f1)) .
Last theorem allow us to associate to any sandpile graph a sandpile monoid. To this end we define a binary operation
⊕ : st (G)2 → st (G) in the following way
f ⊕ g = stG (f + g)
The pair (st (G) ,⊕) is a finite commutative monoid. We will use the name Sandpile Monoid of G to denote the pair
M (G) = (st (G) ,⊕) .
Definition 3. GivenM a finite commutative monoid, the kernel ofM is equal to the intersection of all its nonempty ideals.
We use the symbol Ker (M) to denote the kernel ofM.
Remark 3. Observe that, ifM is a finite commutative monoid, Ker (M) is a nonempty ideal ofM.
It is known that the kernel of a finite commutativemonoid is an abelian group (see Refs. [10,1]).We use the symbolK (G)
to denote the abelian group
Ker (M (G)) ,⊕ (Ker(M(G)))2

which we call the critical group (or the sandpile group) of G. The elements of K (G) are the so called critical (recurrent)
configurations. The binary operation ofK (G) is defined by the following equation.
stG (f + g) = stG (f )⊕ stG (g)
2. The length of critical avalanches: bounded classes
Wewill use the term critical avalanches to denote the avalanches triggered by the addition of two critical configurations.
In this sectionwe study the length of critical avalanches, that is: we establish upper and lower bounds on the possible length
of critical avalanches.
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Definition 4. A bounded class of sandpile graphs is a class C of sandpile graphs for which there exists DC ≥ 1 such that for
any G ∈ C and for all v ∈ V (G)∗ we have that degG (v) ≤ DC .
Given f , g two configurations on G, we use the symbol f ≤ g to indicate that for all v ∈ V (G)∗ , we have that f (v)
≤ g (v) .
Given f , g ∈ K (G)wewill use the symbol L (f , g) to denote the length of the critical avalanches triggered by f +g.Note
that
1. If f ≤ g and h ≤ r , then L (f , h) ≤ L (g, r) .
2. Let MG be the maximal configuration on G, which is the configuration defined by: MG (v) = degG (v) − 1.We have that
MG is critical. Furthermore, we have that for any f , g ∈ K (G) the inequality L (f , g) ≤ L (MG,MG) holds.
Given G a sandpile graph, we use the symbol β (G) to denote the set
w ∈ V (G)∗ : ∃w ∈ S ({v,w} ∈ E (G))
We use the symbol βG to denote the configuration defined by: given v ∈ V (G)∗ we have that
βG (v) =
−
s∈S
Evs
We will use many times the following theorem, which is indebted to Dhar (a proof of this theorem can be found in [5]).
Theorem 3 (Dhar’s Theorem). Let G be an undirected sandpile graph and let f ∈ C (G) .
1. f belongs toK (G) if and only if SCf+βG (v) = 1 for any v ∈ V (G)∗ .
2. f belongs toK (G) if and only if f ⊕ βG = f .
3. If f ∈ K (G) , then for any {v,w} ∈ E (G) we have that either f (v)  0 or f (w)  0.
LetC be a bounded class.Weprove that the critical avalanches occurring onC-graphs cannot be short, their length cannot
be sublinear.
Theorem 4 (Critical Configurations can only Generate Long Avalanches). Given G ∈ C and given f ∈ K (G) we have
∀g ∈ K (G)

L (f , g) ≥
V (G)∗− DC |β (G)|
DC

Proof. Let H (G) =∑v∈V (G)∗ (degG (v)− 1) . Remember that a configuration f is a recurrent configuration if and only if
1. for any v ∈ V (G)∗ we have SCf+βG (v) = 1.
2. stG (f + βG) = f .
Suppose that we run the avalanche triggered by f + βG and for any v ∈ V (G)∗ we count the number of grains on v just
before the node v is toppled. Let α be equal to the result of our counting. Note that α ≥ H (G)+ V (G)∗ .On the other hand,
it is easy to verify that we count twice the grains which remain on V (G)∗ after the avalanche, and we count once the lost
grains. So we have
2 ‖f ‖ + DC |β (G)| ≥ α ≥ H (G)+
V (G)∗
Thus, we have that
‖f ‖ ≥

H (G)+ V (G)∗− DC |β (G)|
2

Now, given f , g ∈ K (G)we have that
‖f ‖ + ‖g‖ ≥ H (G)+ V (G)∗− DC |β (G)|
and it implies that, when we begin with the configuration f + g , we have to throw at least V (G)∗− DC |β (G)| grains.
We can throw at most DC grains per toppling, and it implies that
L (f , g) ≥
V (G)∗− DC |β (G)|
DC

Corollary 1. Suppose that for any G ∈ C we have that K ≥ |δ (G)| , then for any f , g ∈ K (G)
L (f , g) ≥
V (G)∗− DCK
DC
∈ Ω V (G)∗
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Now, we will establish a lower bound on L (wG, wG) which could be stronger than the linear bound of Theorem 4. Let G
be an element of C whose sink is equal to S, the symbol ρ (G) denotes the quantity maxv∈V (G)∗ {dG (v, S)} , where dG (v, S)
denotes the distance from v to the sink of G. Recall that the distance from v to S is equal to the number of edges that
constitute the shortest path connecting v and S.
Theorem 5. L (MG,MG) ∈ Ω
V (G)∗+ ρ (G)2 .
Proof. Let C be a bounded class and let G be an element of C. Recall that all the avalanches triggered by 2MG have the same
length. We want to lower bound the length of a very specific avalanche triggered by 2MG. Given i ≤ ρ (G) , we use the
symbol Ni (G) to denote the induced subgraph of Gwhose vertex set is equal to
{v ∈ V (G) : dG (v, S) ≥ i}
We note that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ (G) the graph Ni (G) is embedded in Ni−1 (G) , and we note that N0 (G) is equal to G. Given
i ≥ 1, we can think of Ni (G) as a sandpile graph whose sink is equal to the border of Ni−1 (G) .We use the symbol Mi to
denote the maximal configuration on Ni (G) , and we use the symbol βi to denote the border configuration βNi(G). We can
express the configurationMi−1 asMi + βi + γi,where γi is some configuration on Ni−1 (G). Note that
2Mi−1 = (Mi + βi)+ (Mi−1 + γi)
We know that
stNi−1(G) (2Mi−1) = stNi−1(G)

stNi−1(G) (Mi + βi)+ stNi−1(G) (Mi−1 + γi)

stNi(G) (Mi + βi) = Mi and L (Mi, βi) = |Ni (G)|
Thus, we have that there exists a configuration γ2 such that we can pass from the configuration 2M1 = 2MG to the
configuration 2M2 + γ2. Furthermore, we have that the partial avalanche carrying us from 2M1 to 2M2 + γ2 has a length
which is bounded below by |N1 (G)| . This partial avalanche (it is not a maximal avalanche) is the first stage of the whole
stabilization process. In the second stage we work on the subgraph N2 (G) with the configuration 2M2.We can claim that
after |N2 (G)| topplings we can pass from 2M2 to 2M3 + γ3, where γ3 is some configuration on N2 (G) . If we continue in
this way, going to the core (center) of G,we have to generate ρ (G)− 1 partial avalanches whose lengths are lower bounded
by |N1 (G)| , |N2 (G)| , . . . ,
Nρ(G)−1 (G) (respectively). Therefore, we have that L (MG,MG) ≥ ∑ρ(G)−1i=1 |Ni (G)| . To finish
with the proof we observe that:
1. |N1 (G)| =
V (G)∗ .
2. For all i   ρ (G)we have that |Ni+1 (G)|   |Ni (G)| .
Thus we have that L (MG,MG) ∈ Ω
V (G)∗+ ρ (G)2. 
Corollary 2. If C is a bounded class of sandpile graphs such that ρ (G) /∈ O
|V (G)|∗ , then L (wG, wG) /∈ O |V (G)|∗.
2.1. Sandpile lattices: an example
Given n,m ≥ 1 we use the symbol Gmn to denote the n -dimensional lattice of orderm,which is the graph defined by:
• V Gmn  = [m]n ,where [m] denotes the set {1, . . . ,m}.
• E Gmn  is the set constituted by the pairs
{(x1, . . . , xn) , (y1, . . . , yn)} ∈

[m]n
2 : n−
i=1
|xi − yi| = 1

Given n,m ≥ 1 them-dimensional sandpile lattice of order n is the sandpile graph defined by:
• V Lmn  = V Gmn  ∪ {s} ,where s (the sink ofLmn ) does not belong to V Gmn  .
• Any edge of Gmn is also an edge of Lmn . Furthermore, given v ∈ V

Gmn

we add 2n − degGmn (v) edges connecting node v
with s.
Note that for allm, n ≥ 1 and for any v ∈ V Gmn  the equation degLmn (v) = 2n holds.
Given n ≥ 1, we use the symbol Ln to denote the sandpile class

Lmn : m ≥ 1

. We note that Ln is a bounded class
of sandpile graphs. Now we will establish an upper bound on the length of the critical avalanches that can occur on Ln.
Suppose that we have fixed a natural number n ≥ 2.
Theorem 6. Given n ≥ 2 we have that L MLmn ,MLmn  ∈ Ω Lmn  n+1n  .
Proof. We have, from the proof of Theorem 5, that
L

MLmn ,MLmn
 ≥ d(Lmn )−
i=1
Ni Lmn 
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We note that
1. d

Lmn
 ≥ m2  .
2.
Ni Lmn  ≥ (m− 2i)n.
Thus, we have that
L

MLmn ,MLmn
 ≥ d(Lmn )−
i=1
Ni Lmn  ≥ ⌊
m
2 ⌋−
i=1
(m− 2i)n ∈ Ω mn+1 = Ω Lmn  n+1n  
Remark 4. Moore and Nilsson proved that L

MLmn ,MLmn
 ∈ OLmn  n+2n  .
3. Self-organized criticality
The Abelian SandpileModel has attracted the attention ofmany researchers, working in the fields of statisticalmechanics
and complex systems, because it is the toy model of The Self-organized Criticality Paradigm introduced by Bak et al. in [4].
According to Bak, a dynamical system exhibits self-organized criticality if it always evolves towards critical states without
fine tuning on some control parameters. We will say that a system has the SOC property if and only if the system is a model
of The Self-organized Criticality Theory of Bak. Thus, we have that critical states are dense for systems for which the SOC
property holds. Let G be a sandpile graph and let C (G) be the graph of stable configurations defined by:
• V (C (G)) = st (G) .
• Given f , g ∈ st (G)we have that (f , g) ∈ E (C (G)) if and only if there exists v ∈ V (G)∗ such that f ⊕ ev = g.
Consider the Markov Chain (C (G) , T ) ,where T is the transition mechanism defined by:
1. We choose uniformly at random v ∈ V (G) .
2. Given Xn = f we set Xn+1 = f ⊕ ev.
The set ofMarkov-recurrent configurations, that is the set of configurations which, with probability 1, are visited infinite
many times, is equal to the set of recurrent (critical) configurations (see Refs. [9,2,1]). Also, the set of critical configurations of
a sandpile graphG can be considered as the long termbehavior of TheAbelian SandpileModel onG. Furthermore, theMarkov
Chain (st (G) , T )has to enterK (G) after a number of iterationswhich does not depend on the initial configuration, and once
the Markov Chain entersK (G) it cannot leaveK (G) , that is: the dynamics of The Abelian Sandpile Model spontaneously
evolves towards critical states (configurations). But, are critical configurations really critical? The notion of critical state has
been associated with the emergence of power law distributions [3]. In [5] Dhar implicitly introduced the following notion
of criticality:
Definition 5. An infinite sandpile graph G is critical if and only there exist C and α such that for all n ≥ 0 we have that
Pr
f ,g∈K(G)
[L (f , g) ≥ n] ∼ Cn−α
Wewill identify the notion of criticalitywith a qualitative propertywhich have been observed of the avalanches triggered
by the sum of two critical configurations, and which is implied by the emergence of power law distributions.
Definition 6 (Critical Configurations Generate, Very Often, Long Avalanches). We say that a class C of sandpile graphs is a
critical class if and only if there exist α, K  0 such that for any G ∈ C we have
Pr
f ,g∈K(G)
[
L (f , g) ≥ L (wG, wG)
α
]
≥ K
We will prove that if we choose uniformly at random two critical configurations f and g , then with high probability the
avalanche triggered by f + g is large, its length is almost equal to the length of the longest critical avalanche. First at all
we have to introduce a notion of accessibility between configurations. Given G a sandpile graph, we use the symbol L (G) to
denote the reduced laplacian of G (see Refs. [1,10]). Given f , g ∈ C (G) we say that g is accessible from f if and only if there
exists a configuration h ≥ g and there exists a configuration t such that
h = f + (L (G)) (t)
We will use the symbol f → g to indicate that g is accessible from f . Note that g is accessible from f if and only if there
exists a configuration h ≥ g such that if we begin with f ,we can choose a sequence of nodes, topple those nodes according
to the order established by the sequence, and obtain h.
Lemma 1. Let C be a bounded class of sandpile graphs and let G ∈ C, we have that for any f1, . . . , f2(DC )2 ∈ K (G) the
configuration 2MG is accessible from f1 + · · · + f2(DC )2 .
Proof. Remember that given f ∈ K (G) and given {v,w} ∈ E (G) , either f (w)  0 or f (v)  0, (see Ref. [5]). Let f1, . . . ,
fDC+1 be DC + 1 critical configurations, given v ∈ V (G)∗ we have that either there exists i ≤ DC + 1 such that fi (v)  0
or for any w neighbor of v and for any i ≤ DC + 1 we have that fi (w)  0. Suppose that for all i ≤ DC + 1 we have that
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fi (v) = 0, in this case we can choose any neighbor of v, say w, and fire it. Also, we can place at least one chip on v, taking
care of leaving at least one chip onw. It is clear that if we begin with the configuration
∑
i≤DC+1 fi we can choose a sequence
of at most
V (G)∗ topplings to obtain a configuration h such that for any v ∈ V (G)∗ the configuration h takes a nonzero
value on v. Then, given f1, . . . , f2(DC )2 ∈ K (G)we have that
∑
i≤2(DC )2 fi → 2MG. 
Theorem 7 (Critical Configurations Generate, with High Probability, Long Avalanches). Let C be a bounded class of sandpile
graphs and let G ∈ C, we have that
Pr
f ,g∈K(G)
[
L (f , g) ≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2
]
≥ 1
2 (DC)2
Proof. Given f1, f2, . . . , f2(DC )2 we have that
∑
i≤2(DC )2 fi → 2MG. It implies that
L
f2(DC )2 , −
i≤2(DC )2−1
fi
 ≥ L (MG,MG)
Also, we have that either

L

f2(DC )2 ,

i≤2(DC )2−1 fi
 ≥ L(MG,MG)2  or L f2(DC )2−1,∑i≤2(DC )2−2 fi ≥ L(MG,MG)2  .
Arguing in this way we can prove that there exists i ≤ 2 (DC)2 such that
L

fi,

j≤i−1
fj

≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2
Thus, we have that
Pr
f1,...,f2(DC )2

∃i ≤ 2 (DC)2

L

fi,

j≤i−1
fj

≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2

= 1
Note that for any f ∈ K (G) and for any i ≥ 1 we have that
Pr
f1,...,fi

j≤i
fj = f

= 1|K (G)|
Given f1, . . . , fα a sequence of critical configurations on G and given i ≤ α − 1, we define gi =j≤i fj. We have that:
1. The procedure below is a sound method to generate, uniformly at random, two elements ofK (G) .
• Choose uniformly at random f1, . . . , fα , (α ≥ 2).
• Choose uniformly at random i ∈ {2, . . . , α} .
• Compute fi and gi−1.
2. It holds that
Pr
f1,...,f2(DC )2
[
∃2 ≤ i ≤ 2 (DC)2

L (fi, gi−1) ≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2
]
= 1
From items 1 and 2 we obtain
Pr
f ,g∈K(G)
[
L (f , g) ≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2
]
=
Pr
2≤i≤2(DC )2; f1,...,f2(DC )2
[
L (fi, gi−1) ≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2
]
≥ 1
2 (DC)2
Thus, we haven proven that
Pr
f ,g∈K(G)
[
L (f , g) ≥ L (MG,MG)
4(DC )2
]
≥ 1
2 (DC)2

Summarizing we have
Theorem 8. If C is a bounded class of sandpile graphs, then C is a critical class.
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3.1. Sandpile lattices are superlinear
If we restrict our attention to the case of sandpile lattices (the most prominent examples of bounded classes) we can
obtain some more specific results.
Theorem 9. Let n ≥ 2, we have
1. Given m ≥ 1 we have
Pr
f ,g∈K(Lmn )

L (f , g) ≥ L

MLmn ,MLmn

4(2d)2

≥ 1
2 (2d+ 1) (2d− 1)
2. The function Ψn : N→ N defined by
Ψn (m) = L

MLmn ,MLmn

4(2d)2
is superlinear.
Given C a bounded class, we say that C is superlinear if and only if there exists a superlinear function ΨC such that the
probability of choosing G ∈ C and two critical configurations f , g ∈ K (G) for which L (f , g) ≥ ΨC (|G|) is bounded below
by a positive constant. Given n ≥ 2,we have proven thatLn is a superlinear class.
4. The Hardness of sandpile group computations
In this section we analyze the algorithmic complexity of some problems related to The Abelian Sandpile Model. First at
all we define The Sandpile Prediction Problem, we use the symbol SPP to denote it. Given C a class of sandpile graphs, we
define the prediction problem SPP [C] ,which is the restriction of SPP to C-graphs, in the following way.
Problem 1 (SPP[C], Sandpile Prediction for C-graphs).
• Input: A sandpile graph G ∈ C and an initial configuration g ∈ C (G) .
• Problem: Compute stG (g) .
Tardos’ bound [9] implies that SPP and each one of the algorithmic problems introduced below can be solved in
polynomial time, because of this we analyze the relative complexity of those problems using the notion of NC reducibility.
Definition 7. Given L and L∗ two algorithmic problems, the problem L is NC Turing reducible to the problem L∗ if and only
if there exists an algorithmN such that:
1. N has oracle access to L∗.
2. There exists i ≥ 1 such that N solves the problem L in time O logi , using a polynomial number of processors and
querying the L∗-oracle at most O

logi

times.
Remark 5. Let L and L∗ be two algorithmic problems, if L is NC reducible to L∗ and L is P complete, then L∗ is P complete,
that is: if L is NC reducible to L∗ and L cannot be solved in polylogarithmic time, then L∗ cannot be solved in polylogarithmic
time.
Now,wewill introduce two algebraic problems related to The Abelian SandpileModel. LetC be a class of sandpile graphs.
First at all we introduce The Monoid-computations Problem.
Problem 2 (MC [C], Monoid Computations for C-Graphs).
• Input: (G, f , g), where G ∈ C , f ∈ K (G) and g ∈ M (G) .
• Problem: Compute f ⊕ g.
Wewill focus our research on the algorithmic problemGC,which is the restriction ofMC to critical (also called recurrent)
configurations. Let C be a class of sandpile graphs.
Problem 3 (GC [C], Group Computations for C -Graphs).
• Input: (G, f , g), where G ∈ C and f , g ∈ K (G) .
• Problem: Compute f ⊕ g.
We begin by analyzing the algorithmic hardness of GC [Ln] , we prove that if n ≥ 3 the problem GC [Ln] is P complete.
First, we have to introduce an additional problem.
The n-dimensional Recurrence Recognition Problem, is the algorithmic problem defined by:
Problem 4 (RR [Ln]; Recurrence Recognition).
• Input: (m, g) ,wherem ∈ N and g ∈M Lmn  .
• Problem: decide if g ∈ K Lmn  .
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Remark 6. Tardos’ bound [9] andDhar’s burning algorithm [5] imply thatRR [Ln] , and each one of the algorithmic problems
introduced in this section, can be solved in polynomial time.
We will prove that RR [Ln] is NC Turing reducible to GC [Ln] . Given Lmn a n-dimensional sandpile lattice, we use the
symbol eLmn to denote the identity ofK

Lmn

. Consider the following two problems.
Problem 5 (Id [Ln], Computation of n-Dimensional Identities).
• Input:m, wherem is a positive integer.
• Problem: compute eLmn .
Problem 6 (In [Ln], Computation of n-Dimensional Inverses).
• Input: (m, g) ,wherem is a positive integer and g ∈ K Lmn  .
• Problem: compute g−1.
Lemma 2. Let n ≥ 2, we have
1. Id [Ln] is NC reducible to GC [Ln].
2. In [Ln] is NC reducible to GC [Ln].
Proof. Let n,m ≥ 1,we can compute eLmn in constant time using an oracle for GC [Ln] , to this endwe can use the following
equations:
1.

MLmn
−1 = MLmn − MLmn ⊕MLmn  .
2. eLmn = MLmn ⊕

MLmn
−1
.
Thus, we have that Id [Ln] is NC reducible to GC [Ln] .
To finish with the proof, we check that if oracle access to GC [Ln] is provided, then In [Ln] can be computed in time
O (log (m)) , using a polynomial number of processors and querying the oracle at most O (log (m)) times.
Given v ∈ V Lmn ∗ ,we use the symbol ev to denote the configuration
ev (w) =

1 if v = w
0, otherwise
Let v ∈ V Lmn ∗ and let fv = MLmn − ev. It follows from Theorem 3 that fv is a critical configuration. We observe that
g−1 =
 
v∈V(Lmn )∗
g (v) fv
⊕
MLmn −1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ MLmn −1  
‖g‖ times

It should be clear that we can compute the term on the right hand side of the above equation in time O (log (m)), using
a polynomial number of processors, and querying the GC [Ln] oracle at most O (log (m)) times. Thus, we have proven that
the computation of n-dimensional inverses is NC reducible to GC [Ln] . 
We introduce an additional problem, which will be used in the definition of our NC reduction of RR [Ln] in GC [Ln] . Let
ϵ(n,m) : V Lmn ∗ → K Lmn  be the function defined by ϵ(n,m) (v) = eLmn ⊕ ev and let ϵn : Nn×N→ i≥1K Lmn  ∪ {∞}
be the function defined by
ϵn (v,m) =

ϵ(n,m) (v) if v ∈ V Lmn ∗∞, else
Problem 7 (EC [Ln]; Computation of ϵn).
• Input: (m, v) ,wherem ∈ N and v ∈ V Lmn ∗ .• Problem: Compute ϵn (v,m).
Next lemma is the main technical result of this section.
Lemma 3. Let n ≥ 2, we have
1. MC [Ln] can be computed in time O

log2 (m)

if oracle access to EC [Ln] and GC [Ln] is provided.
2. EC [Ln] is NC Turing reducible to GC [Ln] .
3. RR [Ln] is NC reducible to GC [Ln].
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Proof. 1. (proof of item 1) Let

Lmn , f , g

be an instance ofMC [Ln] .We observe that
f ⊕ g = f ⊕ g ⊕ eLmn ⊕ · · · ⊕ eLmn  
‖g‖-times
If we express g as
∑
v∈V(Lmn )∗ g (v) ev we get
f ⊕ g = f ⊕
 
v∈V(Lmn )∗
g (v) ϵ(n,m) (v)

Also, we can use m3 processors to compute

g (v) ϵ(n,m) (v)

v∈V(Lmn )∗ , this computation takes O

log2 (m+ ‖g‖)
time units, sincewe are supposing thatwe have oracle access to EC [Ln] .We can use the samem3 processors to compute
f ⊕

v∈V(Lmn )∗ g (v) ϵ
(n,m) (v)

in time O

log2 (m+ ‖f ‖ + ‖g‖) , since we are supposing the we have oracle access
to GC [Ln].
2. (proof of item 5) Let v ∈ V Lmn ∗ and let fv = MLmn − ev. It follows from Theorem 3 that fv is a critical configuration.
Now, we observe that
ϵ(n,m) (v) = ev ⊕ eLmn = ev ⊕

fv ⊕ (fv)−1
 = (ev ⊕ fv)⊕ (fv)−1 = MLmn ⊕ (fv)−1
Thus, if one wants to compute ϵ(n,m) (v) , one only has to computeMLmn ⊕ (fv)−1 (note thatMLmn , (fv)−1 ∈ K

Lmn

).
We can compute (fv)−1 in time O (log (m)). Thus, we can solve the problem EC [Ln] in time O (log (m)) if oracle access
to GC [Ln] is provided.
3. We recall thatK

Lmn

is an ideal ofM

Lmn

, it implies that for all g ∈ M Lmn  , configuration g belongs toK Lmn  if
and only if g⊕eLmn = g.Also, in order to determine if g belongs toK

Lmn

, it is sufficient to compute g⊕eLmn ,which can
be accomplished in constant time by making only three queries to theMC [Ln] oracle: computeMLmn −

MLmn ⊕MLmn

,
MLmn ⊕

MLmn
−1 and g ⊕ MLmn ⊕ MLmn −1. Thus, we can solve problem RR [Ln] in time O log2 (m) using an oracle
for GC [Ln] . 
Corollary 3. If n ≥ 3 the problem GC [Ln] is P complete.
Proof. We have proven that RR [Ln] is NC reducible to GC [Ln] ,whenever n ≥ 2.Moore and Nilsson proved that if n ≥ 3,
then the problem RR [Ln] is P complete [8]. Thus, we have that for all n ≥ 3 the problem GC [Ln] is P complete. 
We use the symbols SPP and GC to denote The Sandpile Prediction Problem and The group Computation Problems on
general sandpile graphs.
Corollary 4. SPP is NC reducible to GC .
Proof. We have proven that for all n ≥ 3 the problem GC [Ln] is P complete, it implies that GC is P complete, and it implies
that SPP is NC reducible to GC, given that SPP belongs to P. 
5. Concluding remarks
There is another way of thinking on our results: our present work can be considered as an instance of The Average
Case Analysis of Simulation Algorithms. Consider the theorem below. Let SA be the naive (sequential) sandpile automata
simulation algorithm, and letB be the parallel sandpile automata simulation algorithm (we topple all the unstable nodes at
once). We will use the symbol tSA (G, f , g) to denote the running time of SA on input (G, f , g) and we will use the symbol
tB (G, f , g) to denote the running time ofB on input (G, f , g) .
Theorem 10. Let n,m ≥ 2, we have that:
1. There exist two positive constants C and D such that for any n ≥ 1
Pr
f ,g∈K(Lmn )

tSA

Lmn , f , g
 ≥ Cmn+1 ≥ D
2. There exist two positive constants C and D such that for any n ≥ 1
Pr
f ,g∈K(Lmn )

tB

Lmn , f , g
 ≥ Cm ≥ D
Proof. We have already proven item 1. We prove item 2. Let C and D be the constants in the statement of item 1 and let
f , g ∈ K Lmn  be two critical configurations such that L (f , g) ≥ Cmn+1. Then, there exists a node vwhich is toppled at least
Cm times. If we are using the parallel updating protocol (that is, if we are running the algorithmB) the topplings performed
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at v have to be performed at different times, and it implies that tB

Lmn , f , g
 ≥ Cm. Thus, we have that
Pr
f ,g∈K(Lmn )

tB

Lmn , f , g
 ≥ Cm ≥ D 
Last theorem suggests that GC [Ln] exhibits some type of average case hardness. We already know that, if n ≥ 3, the
problem GC [Ln] is P-complete. We believe that for all n ≥ 2 the problem GC [Ln] is strictly m 12 -hard on average for P, it
means that, givenA a parallel algorithm solving GC [Ln] , there exists two positive constants C and D such that
Pr
m≥2;f ,g∈K(Lmn )

tA

Lmn , f , g
 ≥ Cm n2  ≥ D
Conjecture 1. Given n ≥ 2, the problem GC [Ln] is strictly m 12 -hard on average for P (see Ref. [6]).
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